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A sequence {r,) z= r of nested binary trees generated by an infinite sequence of 
i.i.d. random variables is studied. Two absolute constants PI, j?r are shown to exist 
(0.37 < p, < 0.50, 3.58 < /I2 < 4.32), such that lim hJln n = p,, lim HJln n =/$ 
with probability one; here h, and H, are respectively the lengths of the shortest and 
the longest branches of the tree r,. 0 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (2,) F= i be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables having a continuous 
distribution function. Introduce a complete infinite binary tree T and start 
growing a sequence of random nested subtrees t, according to the following 
recursive rule. The root of T is labelled by Z,, and it constitutes the one- 
node binary subtree t, . Let t,- i be the (n - 1)-node subtree of T whose 
nodes are labelled by variables from {Zj};::, n >, 2. Then the label Z, is 
assigned to one of n direct descendants of the nodes of t, _ i in T, and the tree 
t, is obtained by adding to t,-, this descendant and the arc which connects 
it with its direct ascendant in t,-, . This new node is determined by outcomes 
of comparisons of Z, and the labels of a sequence of nodes starting with Z, , 
the label of the root. More’ precisely: suppose that at some stage Z, is 
compared with the label, say Zj, of some node of t,-, and that Z, < Zj 
(Z, > Z,); then at the next step Z, will be compared with the label of the left 
(right) direct descendant of this node in T provided, of course, that this 
descendant belongs to t,- i as well; if it does not then it is labelled by Z,, 
and the procedure is finished. Obviously, the label Z, will find its node after 
at most n - 1 comparisons. As an example of how the algorithm works, a 
sequence of four trees grown from {Z,}: = I under condition Z, < Z, < 
Z, < Z, is shown in Fig. 1. 
This algorithm has the following interpretation [6, 91. A computer reads 
consecutively a linear stream of input records, makes pairwise comparisons 
of each incoming record with (some of) those already processed, and as a 
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FIGURE 1 
result arranges the (ever increasing) file of records in its memory according 
to the structure of the correspondent tree from {tn}. If the next record in line 
has already been processed, the algorithm will find its node (together with all 
related information) in the current tree. If it has not, then just one new node 
will be added to the current tree, and from now on this record will be 
associated with this node. (In terms of this model, our basic assumption is 
that different records can be considered as i.i.d. random variables.) 
To formulate the results of this paper, it is convenient to introduce a 
sequence { T,}z=_, , where T,, is an extension [9] of t,. Namely, T, is a tree 
obtained from t, by adding to it all its direct descendants in T. The T,, for 1, 
in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, the external (square) nodes of T,, 
represent n + 1 possible positions of the random internal (circular) node of 
T ,,+ I labelled by Z,, i . In his average-case analysis of the algorithm 
described above, Knuth proved that the expected number of comparisons 
needed to find this node (in other words, the expected length of the path 
leading from the root to this random node) grows asymptotically as 2 In n. 
What then can be said about the whole spectrum of the lengths of all 
paths from the root to n + 1 square nodes? In particular, what is an 
asymptotic growth of h,(H,), the length of the shortest (longest) path of the 
tree T,,? 
Robson [ 161 proved that with probability approaching one 
H,/ln II < (amax - E) In n, ‘de > 0, 
FIGURE 2 
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where a,ax z 4.3 11 is the largest root of the equation 
g(a) = a + a ln(2/a) - 1 = 0. (1.1) 
He also suggested some ingenious, though incomplete, arguments which 
seem to support a lower estimate for E(H,), namely 
E(H,) >, 3.63 Inn + o(ln n). 
In [ 111, it was shown that with probability approaching one, all but a 
vanishing fraction of these n + 1 paths have lengths between (2 - E) In n and 
(2 + E) In n, t/e > 0. Furthermore, with probability one, 
lim inf h,/ln n > amin, lim sup H,/ln n < amax (n -+ co), (1.2) 
where amin z 0.373 is the second root of the equation (1.1). Thus, almost 
surely, the trees { T,}F=i are (surprisingly?) well balanced: the ratio H,/h, 
does not exceed 11.6 for all large enough n. 
Still, some interesting questions concerning almost sure-type properties 0 
T, remained open. For example, what is a lower estimate of H,/h, as 
n -+ co? (It can be shown that, in probability, H,/h, > 2 - E, VE > 0, n + CQ, 
but this estimate is too far from the upper one.) Also, is it true, as one might 
conjecture, that with probability one h, and H, grow as /3, In n and p2 In n? 
If so, what are the values of these constants? 
Our goal here is to prove 
THEOREM. There exist two absolute constants p, ,/I2 such that with 
probability one 
lim h,/ln n = /?, , lim H,/ln n = 8, , (n -+ 00). (1.3) 
Furthermore. 




Remarks. (1) As we mentioned above, with high probability for large n, 
the prevailing majority of paths of T, have lengths relatively close to 2 In n. 
The theorem implies that, on the other hand, almost surely for large n, there 
exist the “abnormal” paths noticeably either longer or shorter than the 
standard paths. 
(2) By further refinement (the end of Section 3), the estimates (1.4), 
(1.5) can be slightly improved. Namely 2 - fi is replaced by 
2(3 - 2fi)Jln 2 z 0.495, and 2 + fi by 3.581... . As a byproduct, the 
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number of abnormal paths (see the previous remark) is shown to be 
unbounded in probability; also, with probability one, H,Jh, > 7 for large 
enough h. 
To put this study into perspective, we should add that there are other 
characteristics of t,, both intrinsically interesting and very relevant for 
algorithmic analysis. For example, Knuth [9] investigated the total length of 
all the paths of tn, since it plays a central role in estimation of complexity of 
a certain sorting algorithm known as Quicksort. (For results concerning the 
height of other models of random trees, the reader is referred to 12, 15, 17, 
The proofs are arranged as follows. First (Section 2) we discuss some 
relevant properties of the distribution of {tn}Fi r. Then (Section 3) we 
introduce certain characteristics of t, which are indirectly related to h,, H,, . 
Asymptotical estimates of their first and second order moments lead to the 
upper bound of lim sup h,Jln n and to the lower bound of lim inf H,Jln n. 
Finally (Section 4) we establish existence of lim h,/ln n and lim H,/ln n via a 
close relation of {h, , H,,} ,“= i to a sequence of the last and first passage times 
for a certain percolation process on T. This approach is influenced by 
Hammersley’s work [5] on the first-death problem in an age-dependent 
branching process: we also use a strong limit law for (stochastically) subad- 
ditive sequences, due to Kesten [7]. (A weak limit law for superadditive 
sequences of nonnegative random variables was proven in [ 131. A similar 
law and an extension of Kesten’s lemma for subadditive sequences are 
proven in [5].) 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
Two integer-valued random sequences are naturally associated with 
{Z,}~=,. First is the sequence {r,}FS1, of sequential ranks: r,, = j if Z, is the 
jth largest in {Z,}i= i, 1 < j < IZ (n > 1). Second is the sequence {r’“‘}F= I of 
absolute ranks vectors: rcn) is a permutation (il ,..., i,) of R, = (l,..., n) if Z,, 
is the i, th largest in {Z, ] z= i, 1 < ,u < IZ (n < 1). (The case of some Z’s being 
equal is ignored, because it happens with zero probability.) The following 
properties are well known: (a) r(‘) is uniquely determined by {fv}i=, (the 
converse, of course, is trivially true); further, regardless of the distribution 
function of Z’s, (b) r,, is uniformly distributed on R, (n > l), and ri, r2,..., 
are all independent, and (c) all n! values of the random permutation r(@ are 
equally likely. 
Now, in view of the recursive rule (see Introduction), the sequence {t,} E= 1 
is uniquely determined by r@), and ultimately (see (a) above) by {r,}z=, 
(n > 1). Conversely, {t,}E= i determines {r”}z= i uniquely, too. (For example, 
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r, is equal to 1 plus the total number of nodes of t, to the right from its node 
with the label Z,.) Introduce d?-l),..., d:-” the direct descendants of t,-, 
( i.e., external nodes of T,-,) numbered, for instance, from left to right 
(n > 2). One of these nodes will be added to t,- , in order to form t, . Then, 
by (b) and the one-to-one correspondence between { t,}E= 1 and {r,}:= ,, we 
have 
P(dy) E t, I Fn-,) = P(dy-” E tn) = l/n, l<j<n(n>2); 
(2-l) 
(;T, is the a-field generated by r ,,..., I,, or equivalently, by t, ,..., t,). 
More generally, consider the trees t, ,..., t,- i and t, (n > v > 2). Denote 
t!“-‘) the (possibly) empty subtree of t, rooted at dj”-‘), and let ]rj”-‘)] 
siand for the number of nodes (size) of r/“-l), 1 < j < V. Clearly, 
CJ=, 1 rI(“-‘) 1 = II - v + 1. It follows from (2.1) that for each integer-valued 
solution of 
S ij=n-V+ 1, ii>0 (1 <j< v), (2.2) 
j=l 
‘(1 7j (“-l)l=ij, (l~j~V)~~~-l)=P(~Z~“-l’~=ij,(l~j~V)) 
(2.3) 
so that, both conditionally and unconditionally, {]rj”-“1 }y= i is uniformly 
distributed on the set Qnnev+ ,,” of all the solutions of (2.2), (Bose-Einstein 
statistics). Furthermore, conditioned on the o-field Y”- i,,*, generated by 
t, r.;., t u-l and { ] zj”- “1 }j’= i, the trees ry- l),..., 7:- ‘) are all independent and 
distributed respectively as t,,y-l), ,..., tlr~-l~, ; (remember, because of 
conditioning, the sizes of these trees are fixed). It should be clear that 
independence and equidistribution relate only to the structures of the trees 
involved, not the labels of their nodes. 
3. ESTIMATES OF lim sup h,/ln n AND lim inf H,Jln n 
Notation. Let X,, be the number of external nodes of T, at distance k 
from the root (n > k > 0; X0, = 1, by definition). Denote E$ = E(X6,). 
It was shown in [ 111 that 
E;‘k’ = 2%(n, k)/n!, (n > k > 0). (3.1) 
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Here S(., .) are the signless Stirling numbers of the first kind [ 1 ] usually 
introduced by condition 
S(v,O)=S,,, i x”S(v,~)=x(x+1)*~~(x+v-1)=(x)“. (3.2) 
w=l 
There are two other important identities involving these numbers: 
S(v+ l,p+ 1)=s(v,p)+vs(v,p+ l), (V>P >O), (3.3) 
a3 
C x”S(v,~)/v! = (ln(1 -x)-‘)@/p!, cu > 0). (3.4) 
“=p 
We shall use also the following asymptotical estimate of I?$), let k, n -+ CO 
SO that a = k/in n E [a*, a**], 0 < a* <a** < 00; then uniformly over 
these k’s 
E$’ =p(a)(ln n)-I’* exp[g(a) In n](l + o(l)), (3.5) 
where g(a) is given by (1.2) and 
p(a) = ($Gi T(a))-’ exp(a - 1). (3.6) 
(This follows from (3.1) and the asymptotical developments of the Stirling 
numbers S(n, k) obtained by Moser and Wyman, [ 121.) 
Our future proofs are based on estimates of E’,‘k’ as well. Though we could 
not find a reasonably explicit formula for EL?, there exists an integral 
representation of these numbers which turns out to be exceptionally suitable 
for asymptotical study. 
LEMMA 1. 





F&t, x, y) = (2k/n!)[(l - y*)“*yX*k-r] -1 
. (8”*xy-’ - l),-, - (x2 + t),-,; (3.9) 
(C,, C, are counterclockwise oriented contours around the origin in the 
complex plane of x and y respectively). 
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Proof of Lemma 1. (a) Introduce 
Fk(XV Y) = f alk(Y). 
n=o 
Denote T”’ the extension of r(‘) 1 i , and let Vf!i be the number of external 
nodes of T’,S’ which are at distance k - 1 from its roots d(ls), (s = 1, 2). 
Clearly, X,, = Vi!, + I’:!! i . According to the discussion in Section 2, 
E(exp(yX,,) 1 lrl”l= i) =E(exp(y(V”I, + v’~!,)) 1 lr\“/ = i) 
=E(ex~(~Xi,k-,)) .E(exp(~X,-,-i,k-l)) 
=fi,k-l(Y) *L-i.k-1(Y)* 
By (2.3), we have then 
n-1 
h(y) = n-’ ,zo E(ev(yX,,,) 1 I?I = 9 




iw,(x, Y)/~X = f m”- If,k(Y) 
fZ=l 
= d X”-’ (z: fi,k-1(Y) ‘h-l-i,k-l(Y)) (3.11) 
(b) Introduce 
q$‘(x) = 5 x”Ef$ = a’r;,(x, y)/&~‘l,,,. (3.12) 
n=O 
Differentiating both sides of (3.11) with respect o y, and letting y = 0, shows 
that 
d~~‘/dx=2~,_,(x,O)cp:tl,=(2/(1 -x))&‘i, k> 1. (3.13) 
As q:‘)(x) E 1, by induction we get from (3.13) 
cpp’ = 2k(ln( 1 - x)-‘)k/k!. (3.14) 
409/103/z-I2 
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The formula (3.1) follows then directly from (3.4), (3.12), and (3.14). (It 
was derived differently in [ 111. Still another way would be to show that 
{Ek’,‘/(n + l)}i=i = {P(the node Z,,+, is at distance k from the root)};=r and 
to use the results of [9], [lo].) Applying a2/ay2 to (3.11) and choosing again 
y = 0, we obtain 
&p/dx= (2/Q -x))fj$!,(x) + 2[q3yy(x)]2, (cp;2’(x) = 1). (3.15) 
Or, equating coefficients of the same powers of x, 
n-1 
nE$ = 2 z. Ej;l-, + 22k-1 (2;I;)) S(n - 1,2(k - I))/(n - l)! (3.16) 
(see (3.4), (3.14)). Let II > 2; using (3.16) with n replaced by n - 1, and 
comparing both relations, yields a relation (see also (3.3)): 
nE$j - (n - l)E$ = 2E;~,,k-, + 22k-1 [S(n - 1,2(k - 1)) 
- (n - 1) S(n - 2,2(k - I))]/(n - l)! 
= 2E;2!l,k-, + 22k-’ ( 2fI;)) [S(n - 2,2k - 3) 
- S(n - 2,2k - 2)]/(n - l)!. (3.17) 
(c) Denote 
G,(x) = n! 5 E$‘(x’/2)j, B,(x) = x2, (3.18) 
j=O 
B,(x) = ,$ 2j-’ ( 2yy) [S(n - 2,zj - 3) 
- qn - 2, y - 2)] x2j, n > 2. (3.19) 
Multiplying both sides of (3.17) by n!(x2/2)k and summing over k leads to a 
recurrence relation 
G,(x) = (x2 + n - 1) G,- 1(x) + B,(x), n > 2, 
and it is easy to check that it is valid for n = 1 as well. Solving this equation 
we obtain 
G,(x) = 2 &(x)(x2 + On-t, ((a)o fcf 1). (3.20) 
I=1 
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Let us have a closer look at B,(x), t > 2. As 
t2’j- ‘9j-l = 4j-’ coeffYZti_,,(l - y2)-1’2 
= 4j-1(27ci)-1 1^ [y”-‘(1 - y2)“*]--1 dy c2 
(C, is the contour in (3.8)), it follows then from (3.19) that 
B,(x) = (2d)-‘x2 j [ y( 1 - y2)1’2] -l LYt(z) dy, 
c2 
.!q(z) = i z2(j-1)[s(t - 2, 2j - 3) - S(t - 2, 2j - 2)], 
j=l 
where z = 81’2xy-‘. Now, (3.2) 
,53t(z)=z C zjS(t-2,j)- x zjS(t-2,j) 
jisodd jiseven 
= z((z>1-2 - (-z)t-2)/2 - ((ZL2 + (-zL2)/2 
= 2-‘[(z - l)(z),-2 - (z + 1)(-z)1-2]. 
Since y’( 1 - y2)li2 is even, it implies that (for t > 2) 
B,(x) = (2ni)-‘x2 I,, [y(l - y2)1’2]-1 
. 2-‘[(z - 1)(z)1-2 - (z + 1)(-z),-,] dy 
= (27ci)-‘x2 j (~(1 - y”)“‘]-‘(z - l)(z)I-2dy 
C2 
= (2ni)-‘x’ j [y(l - y2)1’2]-1(81’2xy-1 - l),-, dy. (3.21) 
C2 
It is easily verified that (3.21) holds true for t = 1, too. 
Then, the relation (3.7) is a direct consequence of (3.18), (3.20), (3.21), 
and the integral Cauchy formula 
n! E$/2k = (2ni)-’ j x-2k-1 G,(x) dx. 1 
Cl 
LEMMA 2. Let 
a = k/in n E [2 - fi, 2 + fi]; (3.22) 
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then 
A?$? < c exp[lnn2g(a)](ln n)3’2 (3.23) 
(g(a) is defined in (1.2)); here, and below, c denotes a positive constant, 
whose actual value is not essential. 
Proof. Choose in (3.8) C,, C, the circles of the radii r and p < 1 respec- 
tively. Then (see (3.9)) 
IF,&)1 = rp !:i_l, IF,&, reiel, peie2)I de, do, 
&4(2k/n!)[(l -p*)“*r*k]-’ 
* (8”*r~-‘)t-2 * (r* + t)n-t, CC*)-1 = 113 
A = r2(1 + 3rp-1). (3.24) 
So, denoting z = 8”*rp- and using p < 1, we get 
IF&t)1 (A(16k/n!)[(l -p2)1’2~2kp2k]-1 
. (z>,-2 - (z*/8 + t)n+, (1 <t<n), (3.25) 
for all positive z and p < 1. Let 
p = 1 - l/k, z1 = 2min(a, 6) <z < 3 max(a, fi) = z2. (3.26) 
Since 
[(l -p2)1/2p2k]-1 < e*k’/*, (ah = r(a + b)/W), 
(3.25) becomes (see (3.26)): for t > 2, 
P,&l &B . 16 kz -*‘((T(t + z - 2)/l-(t + z*/8)) 
. (T(n + z2/8)/T(n + l))(ln n)“*, 
B = zg(l + 6z2)e2a1’2~-1(zl). 
(3.27) 
Subsequently, by Stirling’s formula 
r(a) = exp[ (a - l/2) In a - a + (ln 2x)/2 + 0( l/a)], 
IF,,Jt)l < c . 16kz-2k exp[ln t(z - 2 - z*/8) 
+ In n(z */8)](ln n) l/*/n, (t a 2). 
This inequality also holds true for t = 1, with a possibly larger c. 
(3.28) 
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It is important o bear in mind that the value of z has not been chosen yet, 
the restriction (3.26) notwithstanding. As one would expect, we choose, for 
each t, the value of z which minimizes the right hand side of (3.28). To find 
what happens, rewrite first (3.28), introducing /I =/3(t) = log, 1: 
IF,&)l< c((ln”* Wn) Wlnw4P9 41, (3.29) 
$(L?, z) = 4a In 2 - 2a In z - /?(z - 4)*/8 + z*/8. (3.30) 
Now, for each /3 E [0, 11, the best z = z(J) is the positive root of the equation 
agpz = -2a/z + p + (z/4)( 1 - p) = 0; (3.31) 
in particular, 
z(0) = 2 &, 
Further, since (3.31) and 
z( 1) = 2a. (3.32) 
dz/dP = -(a’$d/az ap) * (a’@z’)- l 
= -(I -z/4)(2az-* + (1 -/3)/4), 
(3.33) 
dz/dP # 0, VP E 10, 1 I, (3.34) 
unless a = 2, in which case z(j3) = 4. Then, see (3.32), (3.34), z@3) satisfies 
the restrictions (3.26). Denote $(/I) = $(/I, z(p)). Simple manipulations, based 
on (3.30), (3.33), yield (z =zGg)) 
dd/dp = -(z - 4)*/8, (3.35) 
d*#/dj?* = -(z - 4)*/(4az -* + (1 - /Q/2). (3.36) 
Hence $(/I) is decreasing and convex upward. Notice also that (see (3.32) 
(3.35)) 
9(l) = %(a), (3.37) 
#‘( 1) = -(a - 2)2/2, 4’(O) = -(\/2a - 2)*/2. (3.38) 
Therefore (see (3.29)) 
$ I~nkWl Q c(ln W* ;I t2-l ~xp~WWW)l 
< c(ln n)“’ JI exp[lnnd(/?(nx))] dx 
= c(ln n)3’2 
I ’ exdlw@)1rlp9 0 
(#(B(t)) decreases) 
Go = B(m)) (3.39) 
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v(B) = #@) + p - 1. Like,Q@?), I&?) is convex upward and, (3.38), 
l//‘(l) = 1 - (a - 2)2/2 > 0, 
because a E [2 - fi, 2 + fi], and 2 f fi are the roots of 
1 - (a - 2)2/2 = 0. 
Hence, I&?) achieves its maximum at /I= 1. Then by (3.7), (3.37), and 
P.W, 
EL? Q ,$ IF&l < c(ln nj3’* exp[w(l>l 
t=1 
= c(ln n)3’2 exp[#(l)] = c(ln ,)3’2 exp[lnn2g(a)]. I 
We now turn our attention to h,, H,. 
LEMMA 3. If a = k/in n E [2 - fi, 2 + fi], then 
P(h, < k <H,,) 2 c(ln n)-“*. (3.40) 
Proof It is known (Feller [3, Ch. 51) that, for a random variable X with 
E(X) > 0 and finite E(X*), 
P(X > 0) > E*(x)/E(X*). 
Hence, by (3.5) and Lemma 2, 
P(X,, > 0) >, (Ey,‘)*/Ez 2 c(ln n)-5’2, (3.4 1) 
and (3.40) follows from (3.41) and an observation that 
h, = min{j: Xnj > 0}, H,, = max{j: Xnj > O}. I 
Remark. To prove Theorem, we have to show that the probabilities 
estimated in (3.40) actually approach 1 (under a stronger assumption that 
k/in n is bounded away from both 2 - fi and 2 + fi). Estimates (3.40) 
show only that these probabilities cannot approach 0 too fast, like n-“, for 
example. Surprising as it might seem, we shall arrive at these much stronger 
statements by an agument he core of which is the estimates (3.40). 
First, we have 
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LEMMA 4. Given positive integers v, N, let us introduce the uniform 
distribution on the set 52,” of all integer-valued solutions o = {w~};=~ of
oj>O, l< j<v. (3.42) 
Then, uniformly over v and E E [0, f], 
P(N, v, E) = P(o : I~& wj > [&N/v]) > exp(-3sv + 0( l/N)), (N+ a). 
(3.43) 
ProoJ Let a = [&N/v] ; according to (3.42), definition of P(N, v, E), and 
Stirling’s formula, 
P(N,v,~)=l~~--av,olll~nNuI= ( v-‘v~;-va)/(v---;“, 
where 
=T(v+N-va)T(N+ l)/T(v+N)T(N+ 1 -va> 
= ewbda) - hvP) + WN)L (3.44) 
#NV(x)=(v+N-vx-~)ln(v+N-vx)-(N+~-vx)ln(N+ l-vx). 
Since 
q&,(x) = -v[ln(l + (v - l)/(N + 1 - vx)) 
+ (v - 1)/(2(N + 1 - vx)(v + N - vx))] 
> -v[(v - l)/(N - vx) + (v - 1)/(2(N - vx))] 
> -(3/2)v*/(N(l - E)), (forxE [O,a]), 
we have (see (3.44), 
J’(N, v, E) 2 exp(--(3/2)v*a/(N( 1 - E)) + 0( l/N)) 
Z exp(-3ev + 0(1/N)), (E E [0, l/2]). I 
Now, the final 
LEMMA 5. With probability one, 
lim sup hJln n < 2 - @, lim inf H,/ln n > 2 + @. (3.45) 
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Proo$ Consider for brevity only H,. It suffices to show that for each 
aE(24,2+\/Z) 
P(lim inf H,/ln n > a) = 1. 
Let SE (0, f) be fixed and v = [n”]. Consider the trees t,-, and t,; t, 
consists of t,-, and v subtrees ty-l),..., r$-‘) rooted at dy-l),..., df,“-“, the 
direct descendants of t,-, in T. According to the discussion in Section 2, the 
sequence { ] r,!“- “1 }& 1 is uniformly distributed on a,-,+ r,“, and, conditioned 
on the event (Jr=, (lrj”-l)l= ii), i= {ij}yEl E JZ!,,-~+~,~, the trees 
(v-1) 
51 ,***, 5” (“-‘) are independent and distributed like ti, ,..., tiU. Hence 
(k = [a In n]), 
P(H,<k)<P,+P,, 
P, = ‘pin” I rj”- l)( < [&@I - v + 1)/v]), (3.46) 
c fi P(HiS < k). 
(i:minl(j<,ij>[E(n-u+l)/v]) s=l 
Here, by Lemma 4 (n - v + 1 = n(1 + o(l))), 
P, Q 1 - exp(-3sv + 0(1/n)). 
Choose E = n-* , d E (6, 1 - 6); then (v = [ns]), 
P, < 1 - exp(-cn-(*-@) = o(n -(A-6)), (n + co). (3.47) 
Further, in the sum (3.46) 
n 2 i, > [~(n - v + 1)/v] = n’-“-‘(1 + o(l)), l<s<v(n+00), 
so (remember that 1 - 6 -d > 0) 
cf+O(l/lnn)<k/lni,= [alnn]/lni,<a(l -6--A)-‘(1 +0(l)), 
l<s<v,(n+oo). 
Choosing 6, d so small that a(1 - 6 -A)-’ is still less than 2 + \/2, we 
have then (Lemma 3), 
fi WI, < W < fI, (1 - 4n W5”) 
< (1 - c(ln n)-5’*)n~-1 < exp(--nS’2). (3.48) 
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Therefore (( .!!i) = ]a,-,+i.,]), 
P,<c * c 1 -1 exp(-n”‘) c 1 v- 1 (i:min,aic,ij>IE(n-ut l)/oll 
< c exp(-n8’2), 
which, together with (3.47), implies that 
P(H, < [a In n]) = O(n-‘A-8’). (3.49) 
As H, is nondecreasing and In n is slowly varying, a simple argument, based 
on the Borel-Cantelli lemma and on (3.49) (see, for example, [8, 14]), 
implies that 
P(H, < [a In n] infinitely often) = 0, 
so that 
P(lim inf H,/ln n > a) = 1. 
The argument for h, is quite close, with only one essential difference: to 
write an estimate similar to (3.46), we have to use the fact that, with 
probability approaching to 1, H,- 1 = O(ln v) = O(6 In n). I 
To conclude this section, let us briefly describe how [2 - fl, 2 - fi] 
can be replaced by a bigger interval. 
Observe first that if (see the proof of Lemma 2) a < 2 - fl, or a >, 
2 +@, but still such that (see (3.38)) 
y’(O) = 1 + g’(0) = 1 - (\/2a - 2)2/2 > 0 
(so that a E [3 - 2@, 2 - @], or aE[2+fl, 3+2\/2]), then w(jI) 
achieves its maximum at 0 where I#($) = 0, so that z@) = 4 - 24, or 
z@ = 4 + 2 fi (see (3.35)). It leads to an estimate of EL? for these a’s, and 
ultimately (see Lemma 3) to 
P(h, < k < H,) > c(ln n)-5’2 exp(lnnlp(a)), a = k/in n, 
q(a) = 2a ln(a/(2 F fi)) + 2(2 ‘f fi - a), as2Tfi. 
(3.50) 
(Compare (3.50) with (3.40) and observe that ~(2 ‘F fi) = ~‘(2 f fi) = 0.) 
Further, applying the argument of Lemma 3 to X,, - wE(X,,), w E (0, l), 
we get, for k/in n E [2 - fi, 2 + \/2], 
P(X,, > exp(g(a) In n)/ln n) > c(ln n)-5’2, a = k/h n. (3.51) 
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Introduce X;,(X&) the number of the direct descendants at distance at most 
(at least) k from the root; clearly X, > X,, , X,$ > X,,, . Then, the estimates 
similar in spirit to (3.46) imply, with help of (3.51), that for each p E (0, 1) 
P(Xzk > exp@g(a) In n)) > 1 - exp(--n”), u = u(p) > 0. (3.52) 
Now (see the proof of Lemma 5), applying (3.52) to t,-, and (3.50) to 
(v-1) 
71 Y--*9 7” (“-l), one can strengthen the arguments to show that 2 - fl, 
2 +fl can be replaced by any numbers a-, a+ satisfying the following 
conditions: 
s-g(a-)>~(a--f.2~6~), a--a-G-E [3-2fi,2-fi], 
6, da+ I> dz>, z = (a+ -a+J+)/(l - 26,) E [2 + j/z 3 + 2\/2], 
8, E (0, m, a,E(2-fi,2+\/2). (3.53) 
The best replacements we can get this way are therefore the solutions ofthe 
two corresponding optimization problems. Computations show that 
min a- = 2(3 - 2 fi)/ln 2 z 0.495 . . . . 
max a+ = 3.580 . . . . 
which represents 15 % improvement considering 2 - fi, and 5 % 
improvement for 2 + \/2. 
4. EXISTENCE OF lim h,/ln n, lim H,/ln IZ 
Suppose that with each edge u of the (infinite complete binary) tree T 
there is associated a random variable Y, which is exponentially distributed 
with parameter 1. Assume also that they are all independent. Introduce a 
continuous time percolation process {t(x)},., as follows: for each x, t(x) is a 
finite subtree of T with the same root; t(0) is the root itself, and, for x > 0, a 
node o belongs to t(x) iff 
c y,<x; USrr(U) 
here n(u) is the path (sequence of edges U) leading from the root to u. (If Y, 
is interpreted as the time needed for some fluid to pass from the upper end of 
u to its lower end, and if at x = 0 only the root is submerged into the fluid, 
then t(x) consists of all the nodes which get wet by the moment x. See [4] 
for many other interpretations and ramifications.) 
With probability one, the size ] t(x)/ of the tree t(x) is an integer-valued, 
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right continuous function of x with jumps of magnitude one. Let us denote x, 
the moment of (n - 1)th jump, x1 = 0. (Clearly, x, is the stopping time.) 
Observe that t(x,) has exactly 1 f(x,J + 1 = n + 1 direct descendants in T, 
one of which will join f(x,,) at the moment x,+, to form the tree t(x,+ r) of 
size n + 1. By a memory-less property of the exponential distribution, we 
have: An+, =x,,+, -x, is independent of xi,..., x, and distributed like the 
minimum of (n + 1) independent exponentially distributed random variables, 
each with parameter one, so that 
W n+l<l)= 1 -exp(-(n+ 1>1>, O<l<co. 
Also, introducing dy) ,..., dr!, the direct descendants of t(x,) in T 
(numbered, for instance, from left to right), we have 
P(q) E t(x,+ ,) I ;T,) = l/(n + l), l<j<n+l, 
where Yn is the o-field generated by t(xi),..., t(x,). Comparing it with (2.1) 
we see that { t(x,J}~= , is distributed like {t”}FY I . Hence we may and shall 
consider {t(x,J}~~=, as {fn}~Tl. 
NOW, as x, = I, + ..a + Iz, and AZ,..., 1, are independent, and ~j is 
exponentially distributed with parameter j, 2 < j < n, we have 
E(x,) = 9 E(Aj) = 5 l/j = In It + O(l), 
j=2 j=2 
var(x,) = 2 Var(Aj) = 2 l/j’ = O(l). 
j=2 j=2 
A standard reasoning shows then that 
P(limx,/ln n = 1) = 1. (4.1) 
Introduce now a sequence {r(s), ~(s)}~=, of the first and last passage times 
r(s) = min I 21: r,:I7w=s~, 
q(s) = max 
I 
c Y,:I7r(u)l=s ) 
ucn(v) ! 
(Ix(u)I is the length of the path x(u)). In other words, T(s) is the first time 
when one of nodes at distance s from the root gets wet, q(s) is the last such 
time. One can easily prove that {t;(s)},“=, (resp. { q(s)}z i) is stochastically 
subadditive (resp. superadditive) which means that for all s,, s2 > 1 and x 
pw, + s2) <xl 2 PWS,) + t*(s,) < x> 
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(resp. 
Here <*(s,) (resp. f1*(s2)) is distributed like Qs,) (resp. r&)) and 
independent of Qs,) (resp. I). 
Consider first {@s)},“, . As E(r’(1)) = 4 < co, ,5(<-(s)) = 0, all the 
conditions of Kesten’s lemma [7] are satisfied; also r(s) increases with s. 
Hence, there exists a nonnegative y, such that 
P(lim &)/s = y,) = 1. 
Now, to establish a relation between {T(s)},” I and {H,},” i, introduce a 
sequence of random variables {a(n), b(n)},“=, , 
a(n)=min(j<n:Hj=H,}, b(n) = max(j > n : H, = H,}. 
Clearly a(n) < n < b(n); also 
W, - 1) =x,(n). (4.3) 
(Really, Hi < H, for j < a(n) and Hat,, = H,, , thus the moment when the 
ever growing tree t(x) reaches first the (H, - 1)th level, so that for the first 
time t(x) has a direct descendant at distance H, from the root, is the moment 
when the size of the tree becomes a(n).) Likewise 
ttHn) = Xb(n)t 1. (4.4) 
BY (4.3), (4.4) 
W, - 1) =X,(n) <X, <Xb(n)+~ = Wn). 
Since P(H, + co) = 1 (see (1.2)) and (4.2), 
P(lim cf(H, - 1)/H, = lim C;(H,)/H, = yl) = 1, 
and, subsequently (see (4. I)), 
P(lim In n/H,,) = yl) = 1. 
(4.5 1 
Here y, must be positive according to (1.2). More precisely (Lemma 6) 
3.414 . . . < y;’ < 4.311 . . . . 
It remains to consider {&r)}~=, and {h,}zzl. It is easy to check that a 
sequence {q(s)},“=, { ICS - min(ics, r7(s))}F= i, (K > 0), is stochastically 
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subadditive and satisifies all other conditions of Kesten’s lemma. Hence there 
exists a constant y&c) such that, for each m > 1, 
P(/im, fl(m2k)/m2k = Y2(fc)) = 1, -t 
or, equivalently, 
P(lim(min(lcm2k, tj(m2k))/m2”) = y2*) = 1, 
yf = IC - Y*(K). As min(lcs, q(s)) increases with s, (4.6) implies 
P(lim(min(Ks, ~(s))/s) = y2*) = 1, yf = gyu), vu > 0. 
Now, similarly to (4.5), we also obtain 
ml - 1) <x < mJ. 
Combination of (4.1), (4.7) and (4.8) yields 
P(lim(min(K, In n/h,)) = y2*) = 1, 
Since (see (1.2)) 
tlu > 0. 





using (4.9) with u > a ; ’ we conclude: there exists a nonnegative constant yz 
such that 
P(lim In n/h, = y2) = 1. 
By (1. l), y2 > 0 and (Lemma 6), 
0.373 . . . Q y;’ < 0.586 . . . . 
Theorem is completely proven. 
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